Securing the world’s largest start-up company
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whoami

Karsten Nohl
Founder of SRLabs (2010-)

CISO at Reliance Jio (2014-2017)

CISO at Axiata (2017)

 Conducting hacking research
in Berlin. We found systematic
weaknesses in a range of
technologies: GSM, SIM cards,
SS7, DECT phones, payment
protocols, …

 Largest and fastest growing
start-up in history, offering
telco and digital services

 Telco group with 300 million
subscribers across eight
countries in Asia

 Developed SRLabs into
leading boutique consultancy
for managing hacking risks

 Acquired 100 million telco
customers in India in its first 6
months (now: 250 million)
 Leading a team of 140
security experts

 Building a central team to
establish and coordinate
hacking defense across the
group
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Who will fully digitize faster?

3

A true green field start-up

2 years
4

5

To reach high, you must aim high

Set ambitions goals
Leapfrog India to be a digital leader and
outperform Netflix, WhatsApp, Dropbox,
Samsung and others

+

Make resources available
 USD 20+ billion initial funding
 100,000+ employees
 150,000+ physical locations
 300,000+ sales partners

Create leading mobile network
in India

 Launch scope of 200+ applications
 Leading international experts for ramp-up
support

Create a profitable business
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Technology at mega scale – Launching Jio
Internal testing with 1 million employees + family

5 months after launch: 100 million SIM customers
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Great products require some freedom during development
How do you enforce standards in the world’s largest startup?
Minimal set of mandatory interface
+
technologies: SSO, Charging
100% agile development in
+
autonomous teams
+

Extensive testing, both automated and
with hundreds of students

Don’t even try!

 Technology teams can create what
and how they want without toll
gates, heavy architecture
requirements, or release planning
 Quality and consistency is enforced
through rigorous testing before
launch
 Security is managed through
Readiness Dashboards
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How much security should we be aiming for?
My goal is to convince you that:
1

A high security level is near impossible to achieve

2

Trying to achieve high security kills innovation and companies in the long run

So we can then talk about:
A

How to set realistic security goals

B

How to best measure and manage security

C

How to embed security in a innovation-friendly way
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Security vs. Legacy –
The practical limits of security
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4G/LTE is a revolution of all mobile network components,
but not of their security :-/
Access network

Core network
Management over
Telnet, FTP, and
SNMPv2

S1-AP

eNodeB
1 password
for 80.000
nodes
eNodeB

S1-U

S6a

S6a
S13a

S11
Gx,Gy,Gz
Unpatched
Linux from
2007

NOC

Gx
Gy,Gz
Rx

eNodeB

SGi

SGi

Data
Signaling

Internet

IMS (VoIP)
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”Security by design” is a mere dream
Even a 100% greenfield start-up is tied to insecure legacy
Servers

 Often insecure operating system and
middleware

Endpoints

 Windows and Android

IT ops

 Insecure access and management standards

Employees

 Gullible human beings
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Modern security management –
Supporting innovation by managing risks
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Allow technology sprawl during development
Security management
implication

App 1

App 2

App 3

Platform

Amazon Cloud

Google Cloud

Internal
private cloud

Backend OS

RHEL 6

CentOS 5.3

Solaris 11

Developers

In-House Mumbai

In-House + Partner

Partner in China

 Can never train all
developers

Ops team

In-House

Middleware vendor

In-House

 Must manage Ops
outcomes, not inputs

User
authentication

Single Jio ID

Must not require use of
“pre-approved”
technologies

 Can rely on complete
authentication logs

Important insight: Let teams build their first versions however they want:
– Successful apps will have to be refactored in any case, at which point they should move to more standardized technology
– Not successful apps die anyway, so their technology choices do not really matter
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Good security management adjusts controls based on asset criticality
Insight

High security level is not achievable for large organizations as a whole

Resulting strategy

Strategy 1
Technical
protection

 Carve out a few “crown jewel” assets that
must not be hacked
 Enforce strong security controls, including
restrictions

MTTB
3 weeks

Strategy 2
 Enforce baseline protection across all IT
assets, focus on non-restrictive controls

Human
firewall

 Limit access to the crown jewels to few
employees
 Enforce four-eyes principle for access

Attack
detection

 Security monitoring on all IT assets and users
 Continuous attack testing to reach detection coverage of 50+ % of attack techniques

Resulting
innovationsecurity trade-off

3 weeks

 Crown jewel can be locked away from most hackers,
but these assets are also locked away from innovators
 Innovators want to get access to more and more
data (“the new oil”, big data, AI, Blockchain, IoT,…)

 Educate users on phishing and malware
risks; test regularly
 Enforce 2-factor authentication for all logins
from internet

MTTB
1 week

1 week

 Many information assets are widely available across the
organization, putting a ceiling on achievable security
 Security teams want to move more and more data
under strong security controls
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Security launch readiness encompasses 3 areas
A

1

Architecture security
along best practice
guidelines

InfoSec
assurance

B

2

1

Regulatory
compliance

C

Configuration sec
along best practice
guidelines
2

Implementation
security
(“Hacking review”)
3

Audit
of launch-required
items

Self assessment
along checklist

1

Policy
compliance

3

Regulator
approval
for launch

2

Self assessment
along checklist

Audit
of core processes
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Readiness requirements are primarily enforced for critical assets
Categorization






Critical
asset
=
High
hacking
incentive
+
High
damage
potential

Risk rating
+

+

Security tests
completed, only
minor issues open
Severity 3 issues
open

+

Severity 4 issues
open

+

No security test
conducted

Accepted

Significant

Blocking
(High or
unknown
risk)

Effect
 Asset (App/service/
infra) can launch

 Asset can only go
operational with
committed fix plan
 Asset cannot launch
prior to fixes
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Illustrative

Launch Readiness Dashboard example: ICO website
Current readiness status
A

InfoSec
assurance

Improvement plan

Architectural
security
Issue mitigation in progress

Configuration
security

Implementation
security

Issue mitigation in
progress

Pentest completed.
All critical issues
fixed. Retest
completed

4/4
B

Regulatory
compliance

4/6
Audit

Regulator
approval

Checklist completed, issue
mitigation in progress

Initial audit
completed, issue
mitigation in progress

[not started –
approval needed
from SG MAS]

2/10

Policy
compliance

Self assessment

Audit

Assessment completed
with no open findings

[TBD – schedule
based on audit team
availability]

100

0


TBD

High sev issues

Jun

Readiness
 Low
 Ready
 Medium  Untested



Mar

Self assessment

2/10
C

Architectural
Configuration
Implementation
Reg Self-Assess
Reg Audit
Policy Self-Assess
Policy Audit

open/total
high severity
issues

Oct

Apr

May

Open

Jun
Closed

Feb

Jul
Plan

Jun

Improvement team
Platform owner – Bill Lumbergh
Readiness
leaders

InfoSec prime – Bob Slydell
InfoSec contact – Peter Gibbons
Vendor contacts –
Samir Nagheenanajar (Diebold)
Tom Smykowski (Swingline)
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Agile innovation relies on agile-friendly security management
Ingredients for a high-innovation environment

Implications for security teams

A. Define standard technologies as optional building
blocks

A. Remove security from approval chains

B. Let each team decide how they implement
products
C. Drop all toll-gates, instead track launch readiness
D. Test extensively and highly automated
E. Move to standards during refactoring, but don’t
enforce anything until an application has proven
successful
F. Be willing to discard products that are not
successful to free up capacity for the next venture

B. Instead track ‘security launch readiness’ and allow
business owners to accept risks
C. Measure security – Mean-Time-to-Breach (MTTB) –
before trying to manage it
D. Focus on initiatives that increase MTTB, drop all
restrictive controls that do not increase MTTB
E. Be excellent at monitoring assets and user behavior
F. Send out security ambassadors to all relevant IT
and business functions
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Security vs. Innovation –
Why trying to reach high security levels often backfires

21

How should we fight legacy security issues?

vs.

22

Too little and too much protection hinders innovation

Incidents
spread fear

Damage
Protection effort
Innovation potential

Restrictions kill
innovation energy
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Who will fully digitize faster?

Digital government ID
Password-less authentication
Unified IP communication
Contact-less payment
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Take aways
 Legacy is the biggest hurdle to digitization, and to security:
Even 100% greenfield deployments depend heavily on legacy IT
 Security management can (and must!) guide innovation instead
of burdening innovators
 Security often comes with externalities: More security is not
always better

Questions?
Karsten Nohl <nohl@srlabs.de>
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Three KPIs encourage effective security management with low externalities
KPI 1 – Mean-Time-to-Breach

KPI 2 – Detection coverage

KPI 3 – Risk acceptances

KPI
motivation

 Increase the effort of hacking
valuable data assets

 Increase the chances to alert on
security control failures

 Limit disagreement between security
and IT/business decision makers

KPI
mechanics

 Define 3-5 valuable data assets (email account, SAP login,…)
 Regularity have pentest teams try to
compromise the assets
 Measure time to breach for each
pretest
 Vary between external internal tests,
sometimes include social engineering

 Define set of relevant attacks, create
synthetic test vectors
 Launch synthetic tests regularly and
measure detection coverage
 Update attack list regularly based on
pretests and real incidents

 Create a formal risk acceptance each
time an IT or business team decides
not to implement a security control
mandated by the security team
 Count these risk acceptances against
the security teams performance
(while still uploading the more
important Mean-Time-to-Breach KPI)

Positive
KPI effect

 Implement lessons learned between
tests to improve technical and
procedural controls where it really
matters

 Plug gaps in detection by filling data
sources gaps, adding sensors and
training analysts

 Encourage security team to find
mutually agreeable controls with low
externalities and work closely and
constructively with IT/business
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A key function is providing security management: Security ambassadors
Security ambassador: A security expert embedded in an IT or business function
The ambassador works for the “home country” security but spends most time in a “ host
country”, namely an IT or business function
The ambassador participates in the hosts’ planning meetings, daily stand ups, design workshops
etc. and is always well informed about any development of the “host country”
The ambassador wields no official power but instead has to convince the host to do the right
thing through persuasion, discussion, and other “lobbying” method
All ambassadors regularly meet to align on the set of security tools they should recommend and
to brainstorm any possible complications
Since the ambassadors have no veto power and usually provides constructive and useful advice,
they are generally liked by their hosts, creating a trusted advisor relationship
Ambassadors are almost always more successful in establishing a meaningful set of security
controls when compared with top-down mandate-based approaches to security management
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Legacy challenges extend onto endpoints

Employee security

Customer security

Goal: Authenticate with strong
biometrics to Windows and Enterprise
services

Goal: Provide an up-to-date Android
to mobile customers

Status: Fail.
A one-year-research project could not
identify a biometric vendor/solution to
work in a large ActiveDirectory

Status: Fail.
Could not find any vendor other than
Google themselves who installs all
security patches
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Majority of employees initially fell for phishing and vishing attacks
Phishing – More than half of the employees
we e-mailed gave out their password
Not
phished Phished
61%

Vishing – Of the employees that we called, the vast
majority gave us their passwords over the phone
Sure
Sujeet…It’s
win@1234

Hi! Sujeet from Helpdesk
here. I need to update
our user database. Could
I have your login name
and password?

Not
vished
Vished
76%

Text

Password quality –
Equally concerning,
many of these
passwords were
insecure

Text

Maybe
strong

Weak
password
67%
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Attention for hacking news hinders effective security management

1

Security researchers* take
extreme positions

2

Many companies only react to extreme positions

3

The security community is fighting vulnerabilities,
not risks
* As reported in the media

iOS is insecure, right?

Pegasus
malware

FBI-style
hardware
hacking
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Your iPhone getting hacked is rather unlikely

Pegasus
malware

- 1 billion iOS devices
possibly vulnerable
+ Only one (!)
attempted infection
+ Apple patched the
vulnerability within
10 days

iPhone market break-down
[Apr 2016]
6

FBI-style
hardware
hacking

- Hack is now publicly
available at low cost
+ Only possible with
hardware access
+ Only works against
the oldest 22% of
iPhones (5c and
older, March 2016)

Source for graph: http://info.localytics.com/blog/how-will-apples-newest-iphone-impact-mobile-engagement

5S
6S
6 Plus
6S Plus
5
5C
4S
4
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Few Android phones get hacked; those that do are outdated
2016 numbers,
no more recent
statistics available
~2%
hacked

Not
hacked

Android

4.3 (and older)

4.4

5

6

Hacked devices vs. market break-down (%)

Hacked
phones

All
phones

0
Source: developer.android.com/about/dashboards/index.html ,
https://blog.checkpoint.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/HummingBad-Research-report_FINAL-62916.pdf

50

100
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Should mobile really be a chief security concern?
iOS infection rate

<0.1%

Android infection rate
~2%
(<0.2% for current devices)

http://www.pandasecurity.com/mediacenter/src/uploads/2016/05/Pandalabs-2016-T1-EN-LR.pdf

Windows infection
rate
20-40%
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Attention for hacking news hinders effective security management

1

Security researchers take extreme positions

2

Many companies only react to
extreme positions

3

The security community is fighting vulnerabilities,
not risks
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Companies InfoSec priorities are not aligned with actual incidents

Typical corporate InfoSec priorities

ILLUSTRATIVE

Actual hacking incidents

1. Buy iOS security software

1. Windows

2. Ban or lock down Android devices

2. Windows
3. Social engineering
4. Windows

…
10. Do something uncreative about
Windows security, like upgrading
antivirus software

vs.

…
100.Android
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Attention for hacking news hinders effective security management

1

Security researchers take extreme positions

2

Many companies only react to extreme positions

3

The security community is fighting
vulnerabilities, not risks
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Your time is best spent protecting from most likely threats

ILLUSTRATIVE
Low

Vulnerability /
Hacking ease

Hacker
incentive

Damage

BadUSB

Infect computers
from USB
firmwares

Local attack
propagation

(Varies by
system)

Targeted
malware

Infect Windows
through
e-mail attachments
or malicious websites

Remote
infection

(Varies by
system)

Medium

High

Risk
Don’t bother
protecting your
Internet-exposed
computers from
BadUSB before you
solved the
malware challenge
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Next big hacking frontier: Cars?

39

Security caution can delay safety, and ultimately kill people
Car fatalities per 100 million miles [US]
5

 If we test all new car components for hacking risks, we
delay their introduction
 A delay of 3 months due to security design and testing
means more people get killed on the road
 200.000 more people may die within the next 10 years

4
3
ABS

2

Airbags

1
0

Autonomous cars?
ESC

1970

1980

1990

SOURCE: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_motor_vehicle_deaths_in_U.S._by_year

Adaptive cruise control
2000

2010

2020
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IT-Security in den Zeiten der Digitalisierung
Teil 2: Workshop
Dr. Karsten Nohl <nohl@srlabs.de>
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We measure information security maturity in 8 dimensions
Future ready

Improvement need

Major improvement need

Security maturity levers

Organizational
capabilities

Technical
capabilities

1

Governance streamlined.
We conceptualize and audit security

2

Architecture secured.
We apply the concepts to our technical platforms

3

Users aware and accountable.
Those who access our data do so securely

4

Stakeholders crisis-ready.
We can handle hacking crises, if all else fails

5

Systems hardened and patched.
We increase the hacking resistance of our systems

6

Vulnerabilities managed.
We find and fix flaws in systems and applications

7

Identity/access controlled.
We manage who can access our systems

8

Systems monitored.
We proactively detect abuse of our systems

Maturity status Financial examples
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The eight review dimensions are relevant for preventing current threats
Hacking type
Ransomware

Example
 WannaCry

Destructive
malware

 NotPeya

DDoS

 Mirai

Defense lever
 Install available Windows patches:
55. Systems hardened and patched

 Create network-level defenses:
22. Architecture secured
 Practice dealing with incident impact:
44. Stakeholders crisis-ready
 Fix known bugs in web sites:
Targeted data  Equifax
exfiltration
66. Vulnerabilities managed
 Detect data outflow:
88. Systems monitored
 Activist hacking  Prevent phishing infections:
Targeted
compromise
by “Anonymous”
33. Users aware and accountable
and
group
 Maintain few and strong admin accounts:
defacement
77. Identities/access controlled
 Facebook data
 Manage and control access carefully:
API abuse
77. Identities/access controlled
leak
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Tech capabilities

Org capabilities

Maturity level example; illustrative as the same goals can be reached on different paths
Major improvement need

Some improvement need

Future-ready

Governance
1
streamlined

- Governance driven by compliance
check list
- Strict governance with few exceptions

+ Each risk is presented to a mgmt board
and either prioritized or accepted
+ Assurance activities follow largest risks

+ A risk level is known for each application,
infrastructure, and business process
+ Risks get addressed once they exceed appetite

Architecture
2
secured

- Sprawling firewall rules, too
+ Network is segregated according to
complicated to manage well, result in
overarching risk-based design
many permissive rules (“flat network”)

+ Flexible network (SDN) allows for dynamic
changes; regular audits optimize and improve
the network’s risk exposure

Users aware
3 and
accountable

- High susceptibility to phishing attacks
- Many weak passwords in use,
including by high-risk users (admins)

+ Awareness trainings somewhat
immunize high-risk users from social
engineering

+ Systems are build around the assumptions that
users are guidable: Focus on anomaly
detection

Stakeholders
4
crisis-ready

- Crises addressed adhoc, often hectic
- Technical investigations may take
weeks of identifying asset owners

+ Crisis handling is practiced regularly
+ Asset inventory allows for fast
investigations

+ Technical incidents are handled without
management involvement

Systems
5 hardened and
patched

- Patching only for functional reasons
- Spotty hardening

+ Regular Windows patches; yearly Linux
+ Hardening standard implemented on
new servers

+ Quarterly Linux patching; plus fast emergencies
+ Bi-yearly middleware patching
+ Hardening retro-fitted to legacy systems

Vulnerabilities
6
managed

- Irregular vulnerability scans, executed
by external experts
- No active follow-up on issues

+ Vulnerability scanning by internal team
+ Active tracking and escalation of open
issues

+ Automated vulnerability discovery
+ Strong community interaction to exchange
threat intelligence

Privileged IDs/ - Fragmented access regime with
7 access
individual passwords for different
controlled
assets or domains

+ Admin access happens through a
central Privileged User Management
system

+ Access from Internet or to critical applications
required second factor
+ Admin access only on time-limited basis

Systems
8
monitored

+ 24x7 monitoring of security tools
+ Incidents investigation follows process

+ Monitoring includes custom SIEM rules
+ Regular purple team exercises train response
capabilities end-to-end

- Alerts from baseline security tools are
analyzed irregularly
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We map already planned initiatives into this framework and suggest
further improvement measures to close gaps

Technical capabilities

Organizational capabilities

Security maturity levers

2018 maturity 2019
status
outlook

Governance
streamlined

1

Architecture
secured

2

Users aware and
accountable

3

Stakeholders crisisready

4

Systems hardened
and patched
Vulnerabilities
managed
Privileged IDs/
access controlled
Systems monitored

5
6
7
8

Planned initiatives
1a
2a
2b
3a
4a
4b
5a
5b
6a
6b
7a
7b
8a
8b
8c
8d

Future
ready

Improvement need

Major improvement need

The framework is aligned with the NIST and Gartner standards, but focuses on concrete
capabilities rather than abstract goals
Goalsfocused.
Best practice
frameworks
define the
goals of good
security
practices

The NIST Framework for
Improving Critical
Infrastructure Cybersecurity
defines five areas of security
management
The Gartner Adaptive Security
Framework splits security
efforts into four domains

Capability-focused.
Our review determines whether three
necessary ingredients are available in eight
areas to reach these goals
Modern
Processes

Great
People

State-of-theart Tools

Identify

Protect

Detect

Respond

Predict

Prevent

Detect

Respond

Governance
streamlined
Architecture
secured

Privileged IDs/ access controlled

Users aware and
Systems
accountable
monitored
Systems hardened
& patched
Vulnerabilities
managed
Security teams spend most of their time on Attack
Prevention, but the other three areas’ importance is rapidly
increasing; they are still less resource/investment intensive

Recover

Stakeholders
crisis-ready
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Putting it all together: Protection from targeted cyber fraud is improving
Protection capabilities
Typical attack paths

2018 status
 No filter for APT volume in email chain

I

Hacker sends malicious
e-mail

II

User opens attachment

III

Malware is installed on
laptop

 Antivirus ineffective against targeted attacks

IV

Hacker probes network for
additional targets

 Little attack visibility on network
 Flat network

V.a

Hacker accesses domain
controller

 Admin laptops and domain controllers highly exposed

V.b

Hacker injects messages on
enterprise bus

 Many enterprise bus services are exposed without auth. or encryption

VI

Hacker compromises
application server

 Servers mostly unprotected and vulnerable to targeted attacks

VII

Hacker fraudulently injects
or modifies transactions

 Fraud management is ineffective for hacking attacks

 Some users fall for malicious e-mails

Best practice

Minor gap

Major gap

Take aways

 Legacy is the biggest hurdle to digitization, and to security

 Even 100% greenfield deployments depend heavily on legacy IT

 Security often comes with externalities: More security is not always better

Questions?
Dr. Karsten Nohl <nohl@srlabs.de>
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